World

Israeli cabinet decides not to seize Arab lands - The Israeli cabinet voted unanimously on Sunday to expand seven civilian settlements. In the last year, there have been widespread efforts to expand the outposts on state-owned land rather than expropriating privately-owned Arab land. The vote apparently helped to avert a crisis in Israel's fragile ruling parliamentary coalition headed by Prime Minister Begin.

UNICEF airlifts food to Cambodia — Two planes carried 55 tons of food into Phnom Penh on Sunday in the first stage of an international food airlift operation to help the starving people in Cambodia. This operation is being coordinated by the Red Cross and UNICEF and involves thirty nations which have pledged over $10 million to the relief effort. The goal is to provide 165,000 tons of food over the next six months to avert famine.

Britian open youth detention centers — Britain plans to open two concentration camp-like detention centers by spring for juvenile criminals. The centers will be for 16-19 year old offenders and the other is for 17 to 21 year olds. The program is designed to give the youths harsh, short-term punishment to shock them into better behavior. While in the camps, the youths would be required to do manual labor such as molding concrete, manufacturing chainlink fences, and farm work.

Nation

Florida caucus vote is indecisive — On Saturday, Florida voters selected 879 delegates to participate in a state convention at St. Petersburg on November 16. At this convention, a nonbinding straw vote will be taken to endorse a Democratic candidate in the primary on March 11. The vote was indecisive, splitting the delegates for Carter and Kennedy almost evenly. The actual tally for these candidates won't be known until Wednesday when all the votes from Dade County, Florida's largest county, are tabulated.

Homosexual march on Washington — About 25,000 homosexuals marched from the Capitol to the Washington Monument on Sunday. This Pirate victory reduced Baltimore's lead in the fifth gamne of the World Series. The Pittsburgh Pirates defeated the Baltimore Orioles seven to one in the fifth gamne of the World Series.

Weather

New England will experience a break from below normal temperatures during the week.Already today, highs should approach 56. For tonight, expect mildews near 45. Some high clouds during the week. Under mostly sunny skies today, highs should be near 42. No chance of rain 20% to 40% in the region, with some really great moments. The Pittsburgh Pirates defeated the Baltimore Orioles seven to one in the fifth game of the World Series. This Pirate victory reduced Baltimore's lead in the fifth game of the World Series.

Sports

Pirates beat Orioles, 7-1 — The Pittsburgh Pirates defeated the Baltimore Orioles seven to one in the fifth game of the World Series. This Pirate victory reduced Baltimore's lead in the Series to 3-2. The next game will be played in Baltimore on Tuesday night.

Overcautious professors deprive female students — When there would no longer be a relationship, there could be a coercive relationship. But there is an element of being the Ugliest Man on Campus. This is nothing worth boasting about, but Leo has found the title to have practical benefits. "It gives me something to put down on my resume," he explained. "I'm quite serious about it. I think it helps to give an employer the right impression, the right personality of the applicant. No one has ever said anything about it being immature or juvenile. It helps me as well; if an employer thinks that earning over $1000 for charity is foolish, then I don't want to have anything to do with him."

And, of course, as Leo found out last year, being UMOC has its official rewards as well. The winner gets an official prize of dinner for two at one of Boston's better restaurants, but there is also the unofficial candlelight dinner at Mac's. "It's true," he said, laughing. "Last year they took me up to MacDonald and the manager let us have a candlelit dinner there. It was great seeing the reactions from all the other customers. As I was leaving, an old lady came up to me full of sympathy and said 'I hope you win it again.' It was a great way to end the contest."
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Next issue, one of them could be yours.
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Stop by and see us Wednesday night.

The Pursuit of Excellence is Worth the Effort

One of the most satisfying human experiences is the investigation of one's own capabilities. The achievement of success not thought possible. Or simply: The pursuit of excellence in personal achievement. Spectra - Physics, a leader in the development of lasers, laser systems, and chromatography instrumentation, invites you to join us in the pursuit of excellence.

If you will be receiving a 1980 BS/MS or PhD up to October, 1980, send your application to: W. F. Lehnstrom, Spectra-Physics, Inc., 1750 E.lake Blvd., Cambridge, MA 02138. We not only Electroctnic and Mechanical Engineers in Product Development, Manufacturing and Sales. Positions for Chemists exist in Development, Marketing and Sales.

Who's Hughes?

First to develop a synchronous-orbit satellite, Sycom, initiating the whole era of space communications. First in high-technology electronics.

Your first employer after graduation, perhaps before graduation, can be your placement office when Hughes Aircraft Company's recruiters will be on campus.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

The Harlequin Theatre Co. presents

Bastille Day

by James D'Entremont

A New Comedy Set in Cambridge

Boston Arts Group 367 Boylston Boston
Thursday, Oct. 10/18/79 11/18/79 8 pm
$5.50-8.00 students, free students, AT&T vouchers. Thurs&Fri
RES & INFO: 267-8518 or 426-8353
BOSTON THEATRE CHARGE 426-8181
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simply as Leo." 

"I was very happy about winning last year, but my first contest has some really great moments. I went through four games one night and got over $600 in less than an hour. I went through the dorms and it was like the snowball effect. One guy would give me little bit, then another person would see it and he'd make a contribution and so on. Nearly everyone I saw that night gave me something, including one fellow who brought a peanut jar full of change and said I could take all of it. He nearly died when he found out that there was about $38 in the bottle, but he let me keep it." 

The Pittsburgh Pirates defeated the Baltimore Orioles seven to one in the fifth game of the World Series. The Pittsburgh Pirates defeated the Baltimore Orioles seven to one in the fifth game of the World Series. The Pittsburgh Pirates defeated the Baltimore Orioles seven to one in the fifth game of the World Series.